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This work presents several higher-order atomistic-reﬁned models for the static, free vibration and stabil-
ity analysis of three-dimensional nano-beams. Stemming from a one-dimensional approach and thanks
to a compact notation for the a priori kinematic ﬁeld approximation over the beam cross-section, the
model derivation is made general regardless the approximation order. This latter is a free parameter of
the formulation. Several higher-order beam theories can be obtained straightforwardly. Classical beam
models, such as Euler–Bernoulli’s and Timoshenko’s, are obtained as particular cases. The assumed con-
stitutive equations for orthotropic materials account for the surface free energy effect as well as the third-
order elastic constants. The resulting stiffness coefﬁcients depend upon the cross-section side length. The
governing equations and boundary conditions are variationally obtained through the Principle of Virtual
Displacements. A Navier-type, strong form solution is adopted. Simply supported beams are, therefore,
investigated. Static, free vibration and buckling analyses are carried out in order to investigate the effect
of the cross-section side as well as the crystallographic plane orientation on the mechanical response.
Beams with different values of the length-to-thickness ratio are considered. Results are validated in terms
of accuracy and computational costs towards three-dimensional FEM solutions. Numerical investigations
show the advantages of reﬁned beam models over the classical ones demonstrating that accurate results
can be obtained with reduced computational costs.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Nano-beams hold a promise for a wide variety of applications
such as sensors, actuators, transistors, probes and resonators in
nano-electro-mechanical systems and biotechnology. Due to their
great technological interest and potential applications, many
researchers devoted their effort toward the determination of the
mechanical properties and mechanical response of nano-beams.
It is well recognised that, for this type of structures the traditional
continuum mechanics is no longer suitable. The reduced coordina-
tion of atoms near a free surface induces a corresponding redistri-
bution of electronic charge that alters the binding situation, see
Sander (2003). As a result, the energy of these atoms is, in general,
different from that of the atoms in the bulk. The elastic moduli of
the surface region, therefore, may differ from those of the bulk.
When the size of the element is of the order of micrometers or
higher, the surface region can be neglected since it is typically very
thin (few atomic layers) and the overall modulus can be assumed
as the bulk modulus of a structural element. In the size range ofll rights reserved.
ax: +352 42 59 91 555.
a).tens of nano-meters, where the surface-to-volume ratio is signiﬁ-
cant, the surface region can no longer be neglected in considering
the overall elastic behaviour of nano-sized structural elements. The
effective modulus of nano-sized structural elements should be
rather considered and, by deﬁnition, it is size-dependent, see Din-
greville et al. (2005). Nano-beam has always been considered as
made of isotropic materials although Dingreville et al. (2005)
showed that the effective modulus tensor is orthotropic. The
third-order elastic constants of a perfect crystal lattice are also
generally neglected. As far as the determination of the mechanical
properties is concerned, Dingreville et al. (2005) developed a
framework to incorporate the surface free energy (SFE) within
the continuum mechanics. Analytical expressions were derived
for the effective elastic modulus tensor of nano-sized structural
elements accounting for both the effects of the SFE and the third-
order elastic constants of the perfect crystal lattice. Explicit expres-
sions of the effective elasticity tensors were obtained for thin ﬁlms,
wires and spherical particles. In the case of nano-wires and nano-
ﬁlms, the effective modulus tensor was found to be orthotropic.
These effective elasticity tensors were derived in the framework
of the classical continuum mechanics. They can be, therefore, used
directly in continuum mechanics models for predicting the overall
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developed a semi-analytic method to compute the surface elastic
properties of crystalline materials. Using this method, surface elas-
tic properties (such as the intrinsic surface energy density, intrinsic
surface stress and surface elastic stiffness) are obtained analyti-
cally in terms of the inter-atomic potentials of the material. The
equilibrium (or relaxed) position of the atoms near the free surface
are required in these analytical expressions. The relaxed position of
the atoms near the free surface can be obtained via a standard
molecular simulation of a free surface, see, for instance, Dingreville
and Qu (2007) and Dingreville (2007). This semi-analytical method
reduces the amount of computation time signiﬁcantly when com-
pared with existing methods. It is worth pointing out that there are
other techniques, such as the ﬂuctuation methods, to calculate the
elastic constants, see Zhen and Chu (2012) and Cui et al. (2007) and
references therein. The ﬂuctuation methods are generally used to
calculate the elastic constants at ﬁnite temperature. The very re-
cent deformation-ﬂuctuation hybrid method proposed by Zhen
and Chu (2012) is particularly useful for complicated many-body
potentials for which the analytical second derivative of the energy
is challenging or impractical to obtain. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, nano-beams have been usually investigated through
classical Euler–Bernoulli’s (EBT) or Timoshenko’s (TBT) beam mod-
els. Jiang and Yan (2010) investigated the SFE effect on the elastic
ﬂexural behaviour of nano-wires via Timoshenko’s beam model,
see Timoshenko (1921, 1922) and Timoshenko and Goodier
(1970). Aydogdu (2009) presented a generalised non-local beam
theory to study the bending, buckling and free vibration of nano-
beams. Eringen’s non-local constitutive equations were there used
and, from a structural modelling point, classical as well as Reddy’s
and Levinson and Aydogdu theories were adopted. SFE inﬂuence on
buckling and free vibration response of nano-beams was addressed
by Fu et al. (2010). Wang and Feng (2009) studied the SFE effect on
the stability of nano-wires under uni-axial compression. This paper
presents a static, free vibrations and stability analysis of nano-
beams investigating the inﬂuence on the mechanical response of
the SFE and of the third-order material elastic constants. Several
higher-order beam theories are derived by means of a uniﬁed for-
mulation. This modelling framework has been previously derived
for anisotropic plates and shells, see Carrera (2003), Carrera and
Giunta (2009a,b) and Giunta et al. (2011b), and, recently, extended
to macro-scale beam structures, see Carrera and Giunta (2010),
Carrera et al. (2010, 2011), Giunta et al. (2011a,c, 2013) and Biscani
et al. (2011). Through a concise notation for the displacement ﬁeld,
the governing differential equations and the corresponding bound-
ary conditions are derived in terms of a ‘‘fundamental nucleo’’ that
does not depend upon the approximation order. This latter can be
assumed as a formulation free parameter. Displacement-based
theories that account for non-classical effects, such as transverse
shear and cross-section in- and out-of-plane warping, can be for-
mulated. It is worth mentioning that no special warping functions
need to be assumed. TBT and EBT classical models are obtained as
particular cases. Slender and thick nano-beams are investigated.
The proposed models are validated through comparison with
three-dimensional FEM solutions showing that accurate results
can be obtained with reduced computational costs.2. Preliminaries
Beam structures are characterised by a dimension, the axial
extension l, that is predominant when compared to the leading
dimension of the cross-section X. This later is identiﬁed by inter-
secting the beam with planes orthogonal to its axis. Cross-section
geometry and reference system are presented in Fig. 1. The dis-
placement ﬁeld is:uTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ uxðx; y; z; tÞ uyðx; y; z; tÞ uzðx; y; z; tÞf g ð1Þ
ux;uy and uz are the displacement components along x-, y- and z-
axis, respectively. Superscript ‘T’ represents the transposition oper-
ator. Voigt’s notation stress (r) and the linear strain (e) vectors are
grouped into the following in- and out-of-plane components:
rp ¼
ryy
rzz
ryz
8><
>:
9>=
>; rn ¼
rxx
rxy
rxz
8><
>:
9>=
>; ep ¼
eyy
ezz
eyz
8><
>:
9>=
>; en ¼
exx
exy
exz
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð2Þ
The relation between the linear strain and displacement compo-
nents are:
ep ¼
uy;y
uz;z
uy;z þ uz;y
8><
>:
9>=
>; en ¼
ux;x
ux;y þ uy;x
ux;z þ uz;x
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð3Þ
Eq. (3) can be written in a compact notation:
ep ¼ Dpu
en ¼ Dnpuþ Dnxu
ð4Þ
Dp;Dnp and Dnx are the following matrices of differential operators:
Dp ¼
0 @
@y 0
0 0 @
@z
0 @
@z
@
@y
2
64
3
75 Dnp ¼
0 0 0
@
@y 0 0
@
@z 0 0
2
64
3
75 Dnx ¼ I @
@x
ð5Þ
where I is the unit matrix. Geometric non-linearities are considered
for the axial strain component in a Green–Lagrange sense, see Red-
dy (2004):
enlxx ¼
1
2
u2x;x þ u2y;x þ u2z;x
 
ð6Þ
Under the hypothesis of a linear elastic orthotropic material, the
generalised Hooke law holds:
r ¼ C^e ð7Þ
C^ is the effective material stiffness matrix. According to Eq. (2), the
latter equation reads:
rp ¼ C^ppep þ C^pnen
rn ¼ C^npep þ C^nnen
ð8Þ
Matrices C^pp; C^pn; C^np and C^nn in Eq. (8) are:
C^pp ¼
C^22 C^23 0
C^23 C^33 0
0 0 C^44
2
64
3
75 C^pn ¼ C^Tnp ¼
C^12 0 0
C^13 0 0
0 0 0
2
64
3
75 C^nn ¼
C^11 0 0
0 C^66 0
0 0 C^55
2
64
3
75 ð9Þ
The effective material stiffness coefﬁcients C^ij for nano-beams with
square cross-sections accounting for surface free energy and the
third-order elastic constants are obtained according to the method
proposed by Dingreville et al. (2005). For the sake of completeness
and clarity, the next section is devoted to this method as well as the
salient aspects of the molecular mechanics simulation.
3. Effective elastic properties of square cross-section nano-
beams with surface effect
A two-step approach for establishing a link between the atom-
istic structure of surfaces and the macroscopic bulk elastic material
properties has been proposed by Dingreville et al. (2005). The sur-
face free energy, that is a thermodynamic parameter of a contin-
uum, is ﬁrst formulated in a manner that accounts for the
surface atomistic structure. This calculation is based on molecular
dynamics. The resulting surface free energy is, then, used for the
phenomenological description of the strain energy density for
Fig. 1. Nano-beam geometry and reference system.
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elements. The complete derivation of the effective elasticity tensor
C^ij for nano-sized particles, wires and ﬁlms can be found in Dingre-
ville et al. (2005). In the case of nano-wires, the non-zero compo-
nents are:
C^11 ¼C11þ4a K
sþlsð ÞþgC11 2C112C11 
C111þC112
C12
  
C^22 ¼ C^33 ¼C11þ2a K
s þlsð ÞþgC11 2C111þ2C112C11 
C111þ3C112
C12
  
C^12 ¼ C^13 ¼C12þ2a K
s lsð ÞþgC11 2C112þ2C123C11 
3C112þC123
C12
  
C^23 ¼C12þ4gC11a
2C112
C11
C123þC112
C12
 
C^44 ¼C44þ4gC11a
2C155
C11
C144þC155
C12
 
C^55 ¼ C^66 ¼C44þ2a l
sþgC11 2C144þC155C11 
C144þ3C155
C12
  
ð10Þ
where a is the cross-section side length and:
g ¼ t
C11C12
ðC11 þ 2C12ÞðC11  C12Þ ð11Þ
Cij and Cijk are the second- and third-order isotropic elastic con-
stants of the perfect crystal lattice according to Voigt’s notation.
Within this section Latin subscripts range in ½1;2;3, whereas Greek
ones range in ½1;2. C11 is the normal isotropic surface internal
stress and Ks and ls can be considered as the Lamé constants of
the surface. C11;K
s and ls are related to the surface internal stress
and to the surface elasticity tensors Cð1Þab and C
ð2Þ
abjc by the following
relations:
Cð1Þab ¼ C11dab
Cð2Þabjc ¼ Ksdabdjc þ lsðdajdbc þ dacdbj  dabdjcÞ
ð12Þ
where dab is Kronecker’s two-dimensional delta. C
ð1Þ
ab and C
ð2Þ
abjc are
material and surface dependent. For a given material surface, they
can be either measured experimentally or computed using atomis-
tic simulations. A semi-analytic methodology to compute their val-
ues using molecular static simulations is reported in Dingreville and
Qu (2007). In general, Cð1Þab and C
ð2Þ
abjc can be anisotropic in the sur-
face where they are deﬁned. For isotropic surfaces, Cð1Þab and C
ð2Þ
abjc
are also isotropic and deﬁned by Eq. (12). For instance, a surface
with a rotation axis of threefold, 111ð Þ surface, or higher symmetry,
100ð Þ fourfold symmetry surface, is isotropic (see Buerger, 1963,
Chapter 11). Surfaces isotropy has been used to obtain Eq. (10). Isot-
ropy can be obtained by considering a top down fabrication ap-
proach where the bulk crystals are ‘‘cut’’ along the
crystallographic orientation 100ð Þ or 111ð Þ, see Gruber et al.
(1999). It should be noted that the resulting C^ is orthotropic. The
molecular dynamics simulations package LAMMPS (Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator), see Plimpton(1995), is used in this work for computing the surface properties
Cð1Þab and C
ð2Þ
abjc. The expressions of C
ð1Þ
ab and C
ð2Þ
abjc are:
Cð1Þab ¼
1
A0
XNa
n¼1 B
ðnÞ
ab  Bð0Þab
 
Cð2Þabjc ¼
1
A0
XNa
n¼1 B
ðnÞ
abjc  Bð0Þabjc
  ð13Þ
where A0 is the total area of the surface in the undeformed conﬁg-
uration, Na is the total number of atoms in the nano-wire and:
BðnÞab ¼ AðnÞab  AðnÞi3 DijCj3ab
BðnÞabjc ¼ AðnÞabjc þ AðnÞi3j3DipDjqCp3abCq3jc þ AðnÞi3jcDiqCq3ab þ AðnÞabj3DjpCp3jc
ð14Þ
The components of D are deﬁned in terms of the second-order elas-
tic tensor terms Ci3k3 as:
D1 ¼
C1313 C1323 C1333
C2313 C2323 C2333
C3312 C3323 C3333
2
64
3
75 ð15Þ
The second- and fourth-order symmetric tensors AðnÞij and A
ðnÞ
ijkl are
deﬁned as:
AðnÞij ¼
X
p–n
r^pni
@EðnÞ
@rpnj
jrmn¼r^mn
" #
hi;ji
AðnÞijkl ¼
X
p–n
X
q–n
r^pni r^
qn
k
@2EðnÞ
@rpnj @r
qn
l
jrmn¼r^mn
" #
hi;ji;hk;li
ð16Þ
where the notation for the subscripts means that the symmetric
part of the tensors is accounted for:
ui;j
 	
i;jh i ¼
t
1
2 ui;j þ uj;i
 	 ð17Þ
EðnÞ in Eq. (16) is the generic inter-atomic potential function for an
atom n in the nano-wire and it is deﬁned as follows:
EðnÞ ¼
X
m–n
EðrmnÞ ð18Þ
with:
rmn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX3
i¼1
rmni
 2
vuut ð19Þ
being the scalar distance between atoms m and n. Finally, r^mn is the
scalar distance between atom m and atom n at the relaxed state of
the surface. Bð0Þab and B
ð0Þ
abjc in Eq. (13) are calculated from Eq. (14) for
an atom far away from the surface. These analytical expressions
derived by Dingreville and Qu (2007) for Cð1Þab and C
ð2Þ
abjc allow a
complete characterisation of the surface via the knowledge of
the inter-atomic spacing r^mn. For a given inter-atomic potential
Table 2
Surface elastic properties [J/m2] of single crystal copper.
Surface Dingreville and Qu (2007) Present
C11 Ks ls C11 Ks ls
(111) 0:866 1:570 0:484 0:866 1:570 0:484
(100) 1:396 2:601 3:313 1:396 2:601 3:313
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tain r^mn. By minimising the potential energy of the system, the most
probable relaxed state can be obtained. This latter yields r^mn. The
energy minimisation is performed here via the minimize command
in LAMMPS, see Plimpton (1995). The used minimisation algorithm
is the Polak–Ribiere version of the conjugate gradient algorithm, see
Press et al. (2007). This is done by using the cg style in the min_-
style command of LAMMPS. The objective function being mini-
mised is the total potential energy of the system as a function of
the coordinates of each atom in the nano-wire. For simplicity and
cross-checking purposes, nano-wires made of copper, which is a
FCC metal, are considered. Second- and third-order bulk elastic
properties for single crystal copper are presented in Table 1. The
many-body embedded-atom method (EAM) potentials have been
used to study many FCC metals, see Dingreville (2007) and Daw
and Baskes (1984). The style eam of the pair_style command in
LAMMPS computes pairwise interactions for metals and metal al-
loys using EAM potentials. In its general form, the total energy EðiÞ
of an atom i is given by:
EðiÞ ¼ Ga
X
j–i
qa r
ij
 þ 1
2
X
j–i
/ab r
ij
  ð20Þ
where G is the embedding energy that is a function of the atomic
electron density qa;/ab is a pair potential interaction and a and b
are the element type of atoms i and j. The multi-body nature of
the EAM potentials is a result of the embedding energy term. Both
summations in Eq. (20) are over all j neighbours of atom i within
the cut-off distance. A list of web-sites that distribute and docu-
ment EAM potentials stored in LAMMPS or in other formats are pro-
vided in LAMMPS’ manual in the section regarding the pair_style
eam command. Once the scalar distance between atom m and atom
n at the relaxed state of the surface are computed via the energy
minimisation, the automatic differentiation package FADBAD++,
see Stauning and Bendtsen (2003), is used to compute the deriva-
tives in Eq. (16). The surface elastic properties for single crystal cop-
per are presented in Table 2 and they match (up to the considered
signiﬁcant digits) those obtained by Dingreville and Qu (2007). At
this point, the effective properties in a continuum mechanics sense,
are completely determined for the surfaces (111) and (100). These
effective properties can be then used in the framework of the pro-
posed reﬁned beam theories.4. Hierarchical beam theories
The following generic expansion of the displacement ﬁeld is
used:
u x; y; zð Þ ¼ Fs y; zð Þus xð Þ with s ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nu ð21Þ
Nu stands for the number of unknowns for each displacement com-
ponent and it depends upon the approximation order N that is a free
parameter of the formulation. The compact expression is based on
Einstein’s notation: a repeated subscript indicates summation.
Thanks to this notation, problem’s governing differential equations
and boundary conditions can be derived in terms of a single ‘funda-
mental nucleo’ and a wide class of reﬁned theories can be easily for-
mulated. The complexity related to higher than classical
approximation terms is tackled and the theoretical formulation is
valid for the generic approximation order and approximatingTable 1
Bulk elastic properties of single crystal copper from Dingreville and Qu (2007).
C11 [GPa] C12 [GPa] C111 [GPa] C112 [GPa]
167:38 124:11 832:02 621:92functions Fs y; zð Þ. In this paper, the functions Fs are assumed to
be Mac Laurin’s polynomials. This choice is inspired by the classical
beam models. Nu and Fs as functions of N are obtained via Pascal’s
triangle, see Table 3. The actual governing differential equations and
boundary conditions due to a ﬁxed approximation order are ob-
tained straightforwardly via summation of the nucleo correspond-
ing to each term of the expansion. A generic N-order
displacement ﬁeld approximation is:
ux ¼ ux1 þ ux2yþ ux3zþ    þ u
x
N2þNþ2ð Þ
2
yN þ    þ ux Nþ1ð Þ Nþ2ð Þ2 z
N
uy ¼ uy1 þ uy2yþ uy3zþ    þ u
y
N2þNþ2ð Þ
2
yN þ    þ uy Nþ1ð Þ Nþ2ð Þ2 z
N
uz ¼ uz1 þ uz2yþ uz3zþ    þ u
z
N2þNþ2ð Þ
2
yN þ    þ uz Nþ1ð Þ Nþ2ð Þ2 z
N
ð22Þ
As far as the ﬁrst-order approximation order is concerned, the kine-
matic ﬁeld is:
ux ¼ ux1 þ ux2yþ ux3z
uy ¼ uy1 þ uy2yþ uy3z
uz ¼ uz1 þ uz2yþ uz3z
ð23Þ
Classical models, such as Timoshenko beam theory:
ux ¼ ux1 þ ux2yþ ux3z
uy ¼ uy1
uz ¼ uz1
ð24Þ
and Euler–Bernoulli beam theory:
ux ¼ ux1  uy1;xy uz1;xz
uy ¼ uy1
uz ¼ uz1
ð25Þ
are straightforwardly derived from the ﬁrst-order approximation
model. In TBT, no shear correction coefﬁcient is considered, since
it depends upon several parameters, such as the geometry of the
cross-section (see, for instance, Cowper (1966) and Murty (1970)).
Higher-order models yield a more detailed description of the shear
mechanics (no shear correction coefﬁcient is required), of the in-
and out-of-section deformations, of the coupling of the spatial
directions due to Poisson’s effect and of the torsional mechanics
than classical models do. EBT theory neglects them all, since it
was formulated to describe the bending mechanics. TBT model ac-
counts for constant shear stress and strain components. In the case
of classical models and ﬁrst-order approximation, reduced material
stiffness coefﬁcients should be used due to Poisson’s locking, see
Carrera and Brischetto (2008a,b). Reduced material stiffness coefﬁ-
cients are obtained imposing ryy and rzz equal to zero in Hooke’s
law. An algebraic linear system in eyy and ezz is obtained. By substi-
tuting its solution into Hooke’s equations regarding rxx the reduced
stiffness coefﬁcient Q^11 is obtained:C123 [GPa] E [GPa] m q [kg/m3]
306 61:693 0:42578 8960
Table 3
Mac Laurin’s polynomials terms via Pascal’s triangle.
N Nu Fs
0 1 F1 ¼ 1
1 3 F2 ¼ y F3 ¼ z
2 6 F4 ¼ y2 F5 ¼ yz F6 ¼ z2
3 10 F7 ¼ y3 F8 ¼ y2z F9 ¼ yz2 F10 ¼ z3
. . . . . . . . .
N Nþ1ð Þ Nþ2ð Þ
2
F N2þNþ2ð Þ
2
¼ yN F N2þNþ4ð Þ
2
¼ yN1z    FN Nþ3ð Þ
2
¼ yzN1 F Nþ1ð Þ Nþ2ð Þ
2
¼ zN
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C^223  C^22C^33
þ C^13 C^22C^13  C^12C^23
C^223  C^22C^33
ð26Þ5. Governing equations
The governing differential equations and the boundary condi-
tions are obtained via the Principle of Virtual Displacements, see
Reddy (2002):
dLi  dLk þ dLq ¼ dLe ð27Þ
d stands for a virtual variation, Li represents the strain energy, Lk is
the work done by a compressive axial pre-stress k for the corre-
sponding Green–Lagrange non-linear strain enlxx; Le is the external
work done by a surface loading (p) and Lq is the inertial work. 0.85
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Fig. 2. Material stiffness constants ratio ~Cij (a) accounting for and (b) disregarding
the third-order tensor effect, (100) surface orientation.5.1. Virtual variation of the strain energy
Coherently with the stresses and strains grouping in Eq. (2), the
virtual variation of the strain energy results in a sum of two
contributes:
dLi ¼
Z
l
Z
X
deTnrn þ deTprp
 
dXdx ð28Þ
By replacing the geometrical relations in Eq. (4), the material consti-
tutive equations in Eq. (8) and the uniﬁed approximation of the dis-
placement ﬁeld in Eq. (21) and after integrating by parts, the
previous equation reads:
dLi ¼
Z
l
duTs
Z
X
DnpFs
 T C^np DpFs þ C^nn DnpFs þ C^nnFsDnxh in
þ DpFs
 T C^pp DpFs þ C^pn DnpFs þ C^pnFsDnxh i
DTnx C^npFs DpFs
 þ C^nnFs DnpFs þ C^nnFsFsDnxh iodXus dx
þ duTs
Z
X
Fs C^np DpFs
 þ C^nn DnpFs þ C^nnFsDnxh idXusjx¼lx¼0 ð29Þ
In a compact vectorial form:
dLi ¼
Z
l
duTs ~K
ssus dxþ duTs ~Pssus
x¼l
x¼0 ð30Þ
The components of the differential stiffness matrix ~Kss are: 0.95
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Fig. 3. Material stiffness constants ratio ~Cij (a) accounting for and (b) disregarding
the third-order tensor effect, (111) surface orientation.
Table 4
Dimensionless displacement components disregarding the surface free energy effect,
l=a ¼ 100 and ﬁve.
l=a ¼ 100 l=a ¼ 5
101  ux 10  uy 103  uz 10  ux 10  uy uz
FEM 3D-34 1.934 1.279 1.231 9.794 1.383 3.424
FEM 3D-20 1.931 1.321 1.230 9.781 1.382 3.419
NP 9 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.801 1.384 3.426
N = 7, 8 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.800 1.384 3.426
N = 6 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.802 1.384 3.426
N = 5 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.802 1.383 3.426
N = 4 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.824 1.381 3.425
N = 3 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.820 1.378 3.425
N = 2 1.935 1.294 1.232 9.635 1.362 3.380
TBT 1.935 0.000 1.232 9.675 0.000 3.369
EBT 1.935 0.000 1.232 9.675 0.000 3.080
Table 5
Dimensionless displacement components accounting for SFE and third-order isotropic
elastic constants, l=a ¼ 100.
(100) (100) and Cijk
101  ux 10  uy 103  uz 101  ux 10  uy 103  uz
FEM 3D-34 2.402 1.661 1.529 3.691 2.922 2.350
FEM 3D-20 2.398 1.732 1.527 3.686 3.062 2.347
NP 2 2.403 1.688 1.530 3.693 2.966 2.352
TBT 2.403 0.000 1.530 3.693 0.000 2.352
EBT 2.403 0.000 1.530 3.693 0.000 2.351
(111) (111) and Cijk
101  ux 10  uy 103  uz 101  ux 10  uy 103  uz
FEM 3D-34 1.844 1.218 1.174 2.152 1.551 1.370
FEM 3D-20 1.842 1.261 1.173 2.149 1.602 1.368
NP 2 1.845 1.236 1.175 2.154 1.573 1.371
TBT 1.845 0.000 1.175 2.153 0.000 1.371
EBT 1.845 0.000 1.175 2.153 0.000 1.371
Table 6
Dimensionless displacement components accounting for SFE and third-order isotropic
elastic constants, l=a ¼ 5.
(100) (100) and Cijk
ux 10  uy uz ux 10  uy uz
FEM 3D-34 1.215 1.766 4.230 1.856 2.932 6.322
FEM 3D-20 1.213 1.763 4.224 1.854 2.928 6.313
NP 8 1.216 1.767 4.233 1.857 2.934 6.326
N = 7 1.216 1.767 4.233 1.857 2.933 6.326
N = 6 1.216 1.766 4.233 1.858 2.933 6.326
N = 5 1.216 1.764 4.233 1.858 2.930 6.326
N = 4 1.219 1.763 4.232 1.862 2.927 6.323
N = 3 1.218 1.758 4.232 1.861 2.918 6.322
N = 2 1.196 1.742 4.180 1.835 2.905 6.269
TBT 1:202 0:000 4:166 1:847 0:000 6:258
EBT 1:202 0:000 3:825 1:847 0:000 5:879
(111) (111) and Cijk
10  ux 10  uy uz 10  ux 10  uy uz
FEM 3D-34 9.344 1.321 3.273 1.088 1.609 3.781
FEM 3D-20 9.331 1.319 3.269 1.087 1.607 3.776
NP 8 9.350 1.322 3.276 1.089 1.610 3.783
N = 7 9.350 1.321 3.276 1.089 1.610 3.783
N = 6 9.351 1.321 3.275 1.089 1.609 3.783
N = 5 9.352 1.320 3.275 1.089 1.607 3.783
N = 4 9.373 1.319 3.275 1.092 1.606 3.782
N = 3 9.369 1.316 3.275 1.091 1.601 3.782
N = 2 9.188 1.301 3.231 1.072 1.590 3.737
TBT 9.226 0.000 3.219 1.077 0.000 3.726
EBT 9.226 0.000 2.937 1.077 0.000 3.428
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Fig. 4. ~ux; ~uy and ~uz versus a for (a) a (100) and (b) a (111) surface orientation,
l=a ¼ 100, ninth-order theory.
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66
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~Ksszx ¼ J13s;zs  J
55
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  @
@x
~Ksszy ¼ J23s;zs;y þ J
44
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ð31Þ
The generic term Jghs ;/ð Þs ;nð Þ is a cross-section moment:
Jghs ;/ð Þs ;nð Þ ¼
Z
X
C^ghFs ;/ð ÞFs ;nð Þ dX ð32Þ
As far as the boundary conditions are concerned, the components of
~Pss are:
~Pssxx ¼ J11ss
@
@x
~Pssxy ¼ J12ss;y ~Pssxz ¼ J
13
ss;z
~Pssyy ¼ J66ss
@
@x
~Pssyx ¼ J66ss;y ~Pssyz ¼ 0
~Psszz ¼ J55ss
@
@x
~Psszx ¼ J55ss;z ~Psszy ¼ 0
ð33Þ5.2. Virtual work of external surface loading
The total external virtual work done by a generic surface load-
ing pij is:
dLp ¼ dLpzz þ dLpzx þ dLpzy þ dLpyy þ dLpyx þ dLpyz ð34Þ
The subscripts convention for the surface load is the same as for the
stresses, the ﬁrst subscript stands for the normal to the plane of
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Table 8
Dimensionless stress components accounting for SFE and third-order isotropic elastic
constants, l=a ¼ 100.
(100) (100) and Cijk
103  rxx 101  rxz 10  rzz 103  rxx 101  rxz 10  rzz
FEM 3D-
34
6.079 5.771 5.000 6.080 6.344 5.000
FEM 3D-
20
6.079 5.774 5.000 6.079 6.347 5.000
NP 11 6.080 5.771 5.000 6.079 6.345 5.000
N = 10 6.080 5.763 5.000 6.079 6.334 5.000
N = 9 6.080 5.763 5.000 6.080 6.334 5.000
N = 7, 8 6.080 5.767 5.000 6.079 6.339 5.000
N = 6 6.080 5.832 5.000 6.080 6.442 5.000
N = 5 6.079 5.832 5.000 6.079 6.442 5.000
N = 4 6.080 5.650 5.000 6.080 6.155 5.000
N = 3 6.080 5.650 5.000 6.081 6.154 5.000
N = 2 6.079 3.971 5.000 6.079 4.425 4.999
TBT 6:079 3:183 –a 6:079 3:183 –
EBT 6:079 – – 6:079 – –
(111) (111) and Cijk
103  rxx 101  rxz 10  rzz 103  rxx 101  rxz 10  rzz
FEM 3D-
34
6.080 5.656 5.000 6.079 5.836 5.000
FEM 3D-
20
6.079 5.658 5.000 6.079 5.839 5.000
NP 11 6.080 5.655 5.000 6.080 5.836 5.000
N = 10 6.080 5.649 5.000 6.080 5.828 5.000
N = 9 6.080 5.649 5.000 6.080 5.828 5.000
N = 7, 8 6.080 5.652 5.000 6.080 5.832 5.000
N = 6 6.080 5.709 5.000 6.080 5.902 5.000
N = 5 6.079 5.709 5.000 6.079 5.902 5.000
N = 3, 4 6.080 5.548 5.000 6.080 5.707 5.000
N = 2 6.079 3.879 5.000 6.079 4.022 5.000
TBT 6.079 3.183 – 6.079 3.183 –
EBT 6.079 – – 6.079 – –
a Result not provided by the theory.
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loading itself. The components of Eq. (34) are:
dLpzx ; dLpyx
 
¼
Z
l
duxs pzxE
z
s ;p

yxE
y
s
 
dx
dLpyy ; dLpzy
 
¼
Z
l
duys pyyE
y
s ;p

zyE
z
s
 
dx
dLpzz ; dLpyz
 
¼
Z
l
duzs pzzE
z
s ;p

yzE
y
s
 
dx
ð35Þ
with (referring to the cross-section geometry and reference system
in Fig. 1):Table 7
Dimensionless stress components disregarding the surface free energy effect,
l=a ¼ 100 and ﬁve.
l=a ¼ 100 l=a ¼ 5
103  rxx 101  rxz 10  rzz 101  rxx rxz 10  rzz
FEM 3D-34 6.079 5.677 5.000 1.549 2.838 4.988
FEM 3D-20 6.079 5.680 5.000 1.549 2.840 4.988
NP 11 6.080 5.676 5.000 1.549 2.838 4.988
N = 9, 10 6.080 5.670 5.000 1.549 2.834 4.988
N = 8 6.080 5.673 5.000 1.549 2.836 4.988
N = 7 6.080 5.673 5.000 1.548 2.836 4.988
N = 6 6.080 5.732 5.000 1.549 2.867 4.988
N = 5 6.079 5.732 5.000 1.543 2.866 4.988
N = 4 6.080 5.567 5.000 1.552 2.784 4.990
N = 3 6.080 5.567 5.000 1.606 2.772 4.990
N = 2 6.079 3.896 5.000 1.525 1.942 4.907
TBT 6:079 3:183 –a 1:520 1:592 –
EBT 6:079 – – 1:520 – –
a Result not provided by the theory.Ez
þ
s ; E
z
s
 
¼
Z a
2
a2
Fs y;
a
2
 
; Fs y; a2
  
dy
Ey
þ
s ; E
y
s
 
¼
Z a
2
a2
Fs
a
2
; z
 
; Fs  a2 ; z
  
dz
ð36Þ5.3. Virtual variation of the inertial work
The virtual variation of the inertial work is:
dLq ¼
Z
l
Z
X
qduT €udXdx ð37Þ
q is the material density and double dots stand for second deriva-
tive versus time (t). Accounting for Eqs. (21) and (37) becomes:
dLin ¼
Z
l
duTs
Z
X
qFsFsdX €us dx ¼
Z
l
duTsM
ss €us dx ð38Þ
The components of the inertial matrix Mss are:
Mssij ¼ dij
Z
X
qFsFs dX ¼ dijJqss ð39Þ5.4. Virtual variation of the pre-stress work
A simpliﬁed global buckling analysis is assumed based upon the
solution of a linearised eigen-value problem according to Euler’s
method of adjacent equilibrium states, see Timoshenko and Goo-
dier (2009) and Simitses (1976). A detailed discussion about the
hypotheses and limitations of this solution method can be found
Table 9
Dimensionless stress components accounting for SFE and third-order isotropic elastic
constants, l=a ¼ 5.
(100) (100) and Cijk
101  rxx rxz 10  rzz 101  rxx rxz 10  rzz
FEM 3D-34 1.548 2.881 4.985 1.544 3.151 4.962
FEM 3D-20 1.548 2.882 4.985 1.544 3.152 4.962
NP 11 1.548 2.881 4.985 1.544 3.152 4.962
N = 9, 10 1.548 2.877 4.985 1.545 3.146 4.962
N = 8 1.548 2.879 4.985 1.544 3.149 4.962
N = 7 1.547 2.879 4.985 1.542 3.149 4.962
N = 6 1.549 2.912 4.985 1.545 3.200 4.962
N = 5 1.540 2.911 4.985 1.527 3.197 4.961
N = 4 1.551 2.821 4.988 1.547 3.058 4.967
N = 3 1.621 2.806 4.987 1.645 3.034 4.966
N = 2 1.525 1.978 4.881 1.524 2.196 4.779
TBT 1:520 1:592 –a 1:520 1:592 –
EBT 1:520 – – 1:520 – –
(111) (111) and Cijk
101  rxx rxz 10  rzz 101  rxx rxz 10  rzz
FEM 3D-34 1.550 2.827 4.988 1.549 2.908 4.981
FEM 3D-20 1.550 2.828 4.988 1.548 2.909 4.981
NP 11 1.550 2.826 4.988 1.549 2.908 4.981
N = 9, 10 1.550 2.823 4.988 1.549 2.904 4.981
N = 8 1.550 2.825 4.988 1.548 2.906 4.981
N = 7 1.549 2.825 4.988 1.548 2.906 4.981
N = 6 1.550 2.855 4.988 1.549 2.941 4.981
N = 5 1.544 2.854 4.988 1.540 2.940 4.981
N = 4 1.553 2.774 4.990 1.552 2.845 4.984
N = 3 1.606 2.763 4.989 1.616 2.831 4.983
N = 2 1.525 1.934 4.909 1.524 2.002 4.880
TBT 1.520 1.592 – 1.520 1.592 –
EBT 1.520 – – 1.520 – –
a Result not provided by the theory.
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axial pre-stress k is:
dLk ¼
Z
l
Z
X
kdnlxx dXdx ð40Þ
Upon substitution of Eqs. (6) and (21) and after integration by parts,
Eq. (40) becomes:
dLk ¼ k
Z
l
duTs
Z
X
FsFsdX
@2
@x2
us dx
þ kduTs
Z
X
FsFsdX
@2
@x2
us

x¼l
x¼0
ð41Þ
In a compact vectorial form:
dLk ¼ k
Z
l
duTs ~K
ss
k us dxþ duTs ~Pssk us
x¼l
x¼0 ð42Þ
The components of the differential geometric stiffness matrix ~Kssk
and of ~Pssk are, respectively:
~Ksskij ¼ dij
Z
X
FsFs dX
@2
@x2
¼ dijJss
@2
@x2
ð43Þ
~Psskij ¼ dijJss
@
@x
ð44Þ5.5. Governing equation fundamental nucleo
The explicit form of the fundamental nucleo of the governing
equations is:duxs :  J11ss  kJss
 
uxs;xx þ J55s;zs;z þ J
66
s;ys;y
 
uxs þ J66s;ys  J
12
ss;y
 
uys;x
þ J55s;zs  J
13
ss;z
 
uzs;x þ Jqss€uxs ¼ pzxEzs þ pyxEys
duys : J
12
s;ys  J
66
ss;y
 
uxs;x  J66ss  kJss
 
uys;xx þ J22s;ys;y þ J
44
s;zs;z
 
uys
þ J23s;ys;z þ J
44
s;zs;y
 
uzs þ Jqss€uys ¼ pzyEzs þ pyyEys
duzs : J
13
s;zs  J
55
ss;z
 
uxs;x þ J23s;zs;y þ J
44
s;ys;z
 
uys  J55ss uzs;xx  kJss
 
uzs;xx
þ J33s;zs;z þ J
44
s;ys;y
 
uzs þ Jqss€uzs ¼ pzzEzs þ pyzEys
ð45Þ
The essential and the natural boundary conditions are:
eitheruxs ¼ u^xs or J11ss  kJss
 
uxs;x þ J12ss;yuys þ J
13
ss;z uzs ¼ 0
eitheruys ¼ u^ys or J66ss;yuxs þ J
66
ss  kJss
 
uys;x ¼ 0
eitheruzs ¼ u^zs or J55ss;z uxs þ J
55
ss  kJss
 
uzs;x ¼ 0
ð46Þ
For a ﬁxed approximation order, the nucleo has to be expanded ver-
sus the indexes s and s in order to obtain the governing equations
and the boundary conditions of the desired model.
5.6. Strong form solution
The differential equations are solved via a strong form, Navier-
type solution. Within the approximation of the mechanical model,
the solution is, therefore, exact. The following harmonic displace-
ment ﬁeld is adopted:
Table 10
Dimensionless natural frequencies disregarding the surface free energy effect,
l=a ¼ 100 and ﬁve.
l=a ¼ 100
x1;2a 102 x3b 102 x4c 104 x5;6d
FEM 3D-20 2.849 1.709 3.142 1.861
NP 6 2.849 1.709 3.142 1.861
N = 4, 5 2.849 1.710 3.142 1.861
N = 3 2.849 1.860 3.142 1.861
N = 2 2.849 1.860 3.142 2.052
TBT 2.849 –e 3.142 2.052
EBT 2.849 – 3.142 –
l=a ¼ 5
x1;2 x3 101 x4 101 x5;6
FEM 3D-20 2.674 8.543 1.561 4.931
NP 8 2.674 8.543 1.561 4.931
N = 6, 7 2.674 8.546 1.561 4.931
N = 5 2.674 8.548 1.561 4.931
N = 4 2.674 8.558 1.561 4.932
N = 3 2.674 9.302 1.561 4.943
N = 2 2.691 9.302 1.562 5.405
TBT 2.687 – 1.571 5.437
EBT 2.803 – 1.571 –
a Bending modes on planes xz and xy.
b Torsional mode.
c Axial mode.
d Shear modes on planes xz and xy.
e Result not provided by the theory.
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uyðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ UysFs y; zð Þ sin a^xð Þeixt
uzðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ UzsFs y; zð Þ sin a^xð Þeixt
ð47Þ
By the nature of the solution, investigations are restrained to simply
supported beams. Parameter a^ is:
a^ ¼ mp
l
with m 2 N ð48Þ
where m represents the half-wave number along the beam axis, Uis
are the maximal amplitudes of the displacement components, ı isTable 11
Dimensionless natural frequencies accounting for SFE and third-order isotropic elastic con
(100)
x1;2a 102 x3b 102 x4c 104 x
FEM 3D-20 2.556 1.572 2.819 1.712
NP 6 2.556 1.572 2.819 1.712
N = 4, 5 2.556 1.573 2.819 1.713
N = 3 2.556 1.712 2.819 1.713
N = 2 2.556 1.712 2.819 1.888
TBT 2.556 –e 2.819 1.888
EBT 2.556 – 2.819 –
(111)
x1;2a 102 x3b 102 x4c 104 x
FEM 3D-20 2.917 1.728 3.217 1.881
NP 6 2.917 1.728 3.217 1.881
N = 5 2.917 1.729 3.217 1.881
N = 4 2.917 1.729 3.217 1.882
N = 3 2.917 1.881 3.217 1.882
N = 2 2.917 1.881 3.217 2.075
TBT 2.917 – 3.217 2.075
EBT 2.918 – 3.217 –
a Bending modes on planes xz and xy.
b Torsional mode.
c Axial mode.
d Shear modes on planes xz and xy.
e Result not provided by the theory.the imaginary unit and x is the natural frequency. It is assumed
that the surface loadings pij vary along x in the following manner:
pzz;p

yy;p

zy; p

yz
 
¼ Pzz; Pyy; Pzy; Pyz
 
sin a^xð Þ
pzx;p

yx
 
¼ Pzx; Pyx
 
cos a^xð Þ
ð49Þ
where Pij is the maximal amplitude of the surface loadings. The dis-
placement ﬁeld in Eq. (47) satisﬁes a natural boundary condition
along the cross-section directions and a mechanical one along the
axial direction since for x ¼ 0 and l the following relations hold:
ux;x ¼ 0
uy ¼ 0 for x ¼ 0; l
uz ¼ 0
ð50Þ
Upon substitution of Eq. (47) into Eq. (45), the fundamental alge-
braic nucleo for the static, free vibrations and linearised stability
problems is obtained:
dUs : K
ssUs ¼ Ps
dUs : K
ss x2Mss Us ¼ 0
dUs : K
ss  kKssk
 
Us ¼ 0
ð51Þ
The components of the linear stiffness matrix Kss are:
Kssxx ¼ a^2J11ss þ J55s;zs;z þ J
66
s;ys;y K
ss
xy ¼ a^ J66s;ys  J
12
ss;y
 
Kssxz ¼ a^ J55s;zs  J
13
ss;z
 
Kssyy ¼ a^2J66ss þ J22s;ys;y þ J
44
s;zs;z K
ss
yx ¼ a^ J66ss;y  J
12
s;ys
 
Kssyz ¼ J23s;ys;z þ J
44
s;zs;y
Ksszz ¼ a^2J55ss þ J33s;zs;z þ J
44
s;ys;y K
ss
zx ¼ a^ J55ss;z  J
13
s;zs
 
Ksszy ¼ J23s;zs;y þ J
44
s;ys;z
ð52Þ
The components of the geometrical stiffness matrix Kssk are:
Ksskij ¼ a^2dijJss ð53Þ6. Numerical results
Simply supported beam with a square cross-section are investi-
gated. Unless differently stated, the length of cross-section’s sides astants, l=a ¼ 100.
(100) and Cijk
5;6
d x1;2 102 x3 102 x4 104 x5;6
2.062 1.490 2.274 1.622
2.062 1.490 2.274 1.622
2.062 1.491 2.274 1.623
2.062 1.622 2.274 1.623
2.062 1.622 2.274 1.789
2.062 – 2.274 1.789
2.062 – 2.274 –
(111) and Cijk
5;6
d x1;2 102 x3 102 x4 104 x5;6
2.700 1.682 2.978 1.831
2.700 1.682 2.978 1.831
2.700 1.683 2.978 1.831
2.700 1.683 2.978 1.832
2.700 1.831 2.978 1.832
2.700 1.831 2.978 2.019
2.700 – 2.978 2.019
2.701 – 2.978 –
Table 12
Dimensionless natural frequencies accounting for SFE and third-order isotropic elastic constants, l=a ¼ 5.
(100) (100) and Cijk
x1;2a x3b 101 x4c 101 x5;6d x1;2 x3 101 x4 101 x5;6
FEM 3D-20 2:405 7:862 1:400 4:525 1:967 7:448 1:127 4:226
NP 8 2.405 7.862 1.400 4.525 1.967 7.448 1.127 4.226
N = 6, 7 2.405 7.864 1.400 4.525 1.967 7.450 1.127 4.226
N = 5 2.405 7.866 1.400 4.525 1.967 7.452 1.127 4.226
N = 4 2.406 7.878 1.400 4.527 1.967 7.467 1.127 4.228
N = 3 2.406 8.560 1.400 4.538 1.968 8.110 1.127 4.240
N = 2 2.420 8.560 1.400 4.964 1.976 8.110 1.128 4.649
TBT 2.416 –e 1.409 4.993 1.970 – 1.137 4.680
EBT 2.515 – 1.409 – 2.029 – 1.137 –
(111) (111) and Cijk
x1;2 x3 101 x4 101 x5;6 x1;2 x3 101 x4 101 x5;6
FEM 3D-20 2:734 8:638 1:599 4:992 2:544 8:408 1:478 4:832
NP 8 2.734 8.638 1.599 4.992 2.544 8.408 1.478 4.832
N = 7 2.734 8.641 1.599 4.992 2.544 8.410 1.478 4.832
N = 6 2.734 8.641 1.599 4.992 2.544 8.411 1.478 4.832
N = 5 2.734 8.643 1.599 4.992 2.544 8.413 1.478 4.832
N = 4 2.735 8.653 1.599 4.993 2.545 8.424 1.478 4.834
N = 3 2.735 9.406 1.599 5.004 2.545 9.155 1.478 4.845
N = 2 2.752 9.406 1.599 5.471 2.559 9.155 1.479 5.303
TBT 2.749 – 1.609 5.503 2.555 – 1.489 5.335
EBT 2.871 – 1.609 – 2.675 – 1.489 –
a Bending modes on planes xz and xy.
b Torsional mode.
c Axial mode.
d Shear modes on planes xz and xy.
e Result not provided by the theory.
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Fig. 7. Free vibration frequencies ratio versus a for (a) a (100) and (b) a (111)
surface orientation, l=a ¼ 5, eighth-order theory.
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one. A length-to-thickness ratio l=a equal to 100 and 5 is consid-
ered. Slender and thick nano-beams are, therefore, investigated.
Beams are made of copper whose bulk and surface properties are
presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Figs. 2 and 3 show the
material stiffness coefﬁcients as function of a for a (100) and a
(111) surface orientation, respectively. Results are normalised ver-
sus the case where SFE is neglected. The effect of the third-order
tensor Cijk is also investigated. It is shown that this latter strongly
affects the material stiffness coefﬁcients. The SFE effect is also
more important in a (100) surface orientation. The shear coefﬁ-
cients can differ up to about 25% from the corresponding bulk val-
ues. For a higher than about 200 nm, the surface effect can be
neglected.
Results obtained using the proposed higher-order models are
compared with three-dimensional FEM solutions computed via
the commercial code ANSYS

. The three-dimensional quadratic ele-
ment ‘‘Solid186’’ is used, see ANSYS (2009) and Madenci and Gu-
ven (2006). Three-dimensional meshes are such that the same
number of elements n for the beam length, height and width is
used. In order to investigate the convergence of the three-dimen-
sional reference solution, two values of n (34 and 20) are consid-
ered for the static analysis. The number of elements per side is
also used in the three-dimensional solution acronym FEM 3D-n.
Although the reference FEM solution and the analytical one are dif-
ferent in nature, some considerations about computational effort
can be addressed. The degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the FEM prob-
lem over a beam cross-section as function of n are 3 3nþ 1ð Þ nþ 1ð Þ
and they are 3843 and 10,815 for n ¼ 20 and 34, respectively. For a
ﬁxed approximation order N, the DOFs of the proposed beam mod-
els are 3 N þ 1ð Þ N þ 2ð Þ=2. In the case, for instance, of a tenth-order
model they are 198.
As far as results notation is concerned, ~ stands for a value nor-
malised with respect to the corresponding case where SFE has been
disregarded, whereas  indicate a dimensionless results whose
factor is speciﬁcally deﬁned.
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Fig. 8. Dimensionless torsional frequency x3 versus a via N ¼ 9 and two for (a) a
(100) and (b) a (111) surface orientation, l=a ¼ 5.
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Fig. 9. Dimensionless shear frequencyx5 versus a via N ¼ 9 and two for (a) a (100)
and (b) a (111) surface orientation, l=a ¼ 5.
Table 13
Dimensionless critical buckling stress, l=a ¼ 100.
NO SFE (100) (100) and Cijk (111) (111) and Cijk
N P 2 9.997 8.049 5.238 10.48 8.983
TBT 9.997 8.049 5.238 10.48 8.983
EBT 9.999 8.051 5.239 10.49 8.985
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Fig. 10. Critical buckling loading ratio versus a for surface orientations (100) and
(111), third-order approximation.
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A static analysis is ﬁrstly carried out. Beams undergo a sinusoi-
dal bending loading applied on the top surface
x; y; zð Þ : a=2 6 y 6 a=2; z ¼ a=2f g. The following output dimen-
sionless displacements and stresses are considered:
ux ¼ aE
l2pþzz
 ux 0; 0; a2
 
uy ¼ aE
l2pþzz
 uy l2 ;
a
2
;
a
2
 
uz ¼ aE
l2pþzz
 uz l2 ;
a
2
;0
 
rxx ¼ 1pþzz
 rxx l2 ;0;
a
2
 
rxz ¼ 1pþzz
 rxz 0; a2 ; 0
 
rzz ¼ 1pþzz
 rzz l2 ;0; 0
 
ð54Þ
where E is the Young modulus of bulk copper. Table 4 presents the
reference displacement components for the bulk material, whereas
the effect of SFE, third-order elastic constants and surface orienta-
tion is presented in Tables 5 and 6. When the third-order elastic
constants are neglected, the SFE effect is different for the two con-
sidered surface orientations. For a (100) surface orientation, SFE re-
sults in increased displacements and, therefore, decreased
structural stiffness. The opposite is observed in the case of the sur-
face orientation (111). The stiffness of the nano-beam is always
lower than that of the reference case when terms Cijk are accounted
for. The variation versus the cross-section side length of the dis-
placement components normalised with respect to the reference
bulkmaterial case for slender and short beams is presented in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively. The trough-the-width displacement component
is the most affect quantity. In the case of a (100) surface orientation
and Cijk, it can be twice as high as the reference case where SFE is
neglected. The other two displacement components increase by
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(111) surface orientation and Cijk. If the latter effect is neglected,
an increase in stiffness is observed. No remarkable differences are
observed between slender and short beams in terms of displace-
ments ratios. As far as structural modelling is concerned, results
match the reference three-dimensional FEM solution for an appro-
priate expansion order. In the case of slender beams and accounting
for four signiﬁcant digits, higher-order models converge for N as
high as two. For short beams, converge calls for an expansion order
as high as eight since shear and trough-the-thickness deformations
are important in this latter case. Classical models yield a null uy dis-
placement component due to the problem symmetry. It is actually
different from zero because of the Poisson coupling.
As far as stresses are concerned, Tables 7–9 present rxx;rxz and
rzz components. The axial stress component is practically insensi-
tive to the SFE since the problem is statically determined. An inﬂu-
ence is observed in the shear stress component as also addressed in
Fig. 6 where the variation of rxz versus a is presented. As for the ax-
ial stress, TBT solution, where the cross-section is considered rigid
on its plane, is insensitive to the SFE effect. In a second-order
approximation, cross-section in-plane warping is still negligible.
Investigation of SFE effect calls for a third-order approximation
at least. Stress component rzz is considered for the validation of
the proposed beam models only. Comparison with the reference
three-dimensional solution shows that very accurate results can
be obtained.6.2. Free vibration analysis
The fundamental natural frequencies xi are put into a dimen-
sionless form as follows:
xi ¼ l
2
a
ﬃﬃﬃ
q
E
r
xi ð55Þ
Bending, torsional, axial and shear modes are considered. It should
be noted that between the torsional and the axial mode other bend-
ing modes with a number of half-waves higher than one are pres-
ent. They are not here considered for the sake of brevity. Results
are presented in Tables 10–12. Natural frequencies represent good
indicators for investigating the effect of SFE since they provide a
global account of the structural stiffness (assuming that the inertial
does not vary between the bulk and the SFE cases). What observed
in the static analysis is conﬁrmed. Bending and axial frequencies are
the most sensitive to the SFE effect. When Cijk elastic terms are con-
sidered, they can decrease by about 25% in the case of a (100) sur-
face orientation, whereas a variation of about 15% is observed for
the torsional and shear frequencies. When terms Cijk are neglected,
results differ by about 10%. In the case of the surface orientation
(111), ﬂexural and axial frequencies differ by about 5% and
þ2% depending whether terms Cijk are considered or not. When
compared with the three-dimensional FEM solution, which already
converged for n as high as 20, very accurate results are obtained.
Fig. 7 present the variation of ~xi versus a in the case of short beams.
The case of slender beams is very similar and it is not reported for
the sake of brevity. The variation versus a of the dimensionless tor-
sional and shear frequenciesx3 andx5 are reported in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively. Results are computed using a second- and an eight-or-
der expansion.6.3. Linearised stability analysis
A global buckling analysis in the Euler sense is presented. Slen-
der nano-beams (l=a ¼ 100) are considered. The critical buckling
stress is put into a non-dimensionalised form as follows:kcr ¼ 120p2
l
a
 2 kcr
E
ð56Þ
where the normalising factor is the tenth part of Euler’s critical
buckling stress of a square cross-section simply-supported beam
entirely made of the bulk material. Results are presented in Table 13
and Fig. 10. In this latter the variation of ~kcr versus a is shown. The
difference due to the surface orientation is underlined. A decrease of
the critical buckling stress (by about 20%) is observed in the case of
surface orientation (100). If also third-order elastic constants are
accounted for, the difference from the bulk material case is about
48%. The case of a (111) surface orientation presents an small in-
crease of kcr if the effect of the third-order elastic constants is disre-
garded. When this latter one is considered, kcr is smaller then the
reference solution by about 10%. Surface free energy becomes neg-
ligible for a as high as about 100 nm.
7. Conclusions
The effect of the Surface Free Energy (SFE) on the mechanical re-
sponse of nano-beams made of copper has been investigated. The
material stiffness coefﬁcients depending on the cross-section side
length and the third-order elastic constants have been derived
through the method proposed by Dingreville et al. (2005). It should
be noted that this method results in orthotropic constitutive equa-
tions. The effect of the surface orientation has been also investi-
gated. As far as the beam model is concerned, classical and
several higher-order beam models have been adopted. These mod-
els have been derived through a Uniﬁed Formulation that permits
to derive the problem governing equations in a compact form that
does not depend upon the expansion order above the beam’s cross-
section. The resulting governing equations have been solved via a
Navier-type strong form solution. Static, free vibration and linear-
ised stability analyses have been carried out. It has been found that
SFE, when also third-order elastic constants are considered, is
responsible for a decrease of the nano-beam stiffness. The magni-
tude of the difference depends upon the surface orientation. In the
case of a (100) surface orientation, the critical buckling load de-
creases by about 50% and the displacements are almost doubled.
The difference for a (111) surface orientation are less pronounced
being the critical buckling loading ratio about 10%, the fundamen-
tal natural frequency ratio about 5% and the displacement ratio
20% at best. A small increase in the nano-beam stiffness is ob-
served for a (111) surface orientation when the effect of the
third-order elastic constants is neglected. The variation in stiffness
does not depend upon the length-to-side ratio, being the differ-
ences in displacements, stresses, natural frequencies and critical
buckling stress the same for slender and deep beams. Results have
been validated towards three-dimensional FEM solutions obtained
through the commercial code ANSYS

. The numerical investiga-
tions have shown that the proposed approach yields higher-order
beam theories that accurately predict the three-dimensional
mechanical behaviour of nano-beams with reduced computational
costs.
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